‘Visions to Vintage’ brings design to the fore as it looks back in time
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MILWAUKEE... A major design retrospective involving 11 prominent curators and more than 200 everyday house wares and more rare pieces opens Friday, July 27, 5 – 9 p.m., as part of Gallery Night at Wisconsin’s only independent, four-year college of art and design.

Visions to Vintage: The Value in Collecting Design continues in MIAD’s Brooks Stevens Gallery of Industrial Design through February 23, 2008, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays. The college’s Third Ward campus is located at 273 E. Erie St. Admission is free.

The exhibition includes selections from the college’s storied Industrial Design Collection and the curators’ private collections – such as pink washing machines of the ’50s, copper machines of the ’20s, and everything in between; television sets of all hues and shapes; minimalist furniture; irons; drills; outboard motors; kitchen wares; typewriters; and telephones – all of which provide a unique view of a ubiquitous part of our man-made environment. More rare design pieces include an art deco box from the 1939 GE World’s Fair.

Mark Lawson, director of MIAD galleries and a participating curator, said, “During the last century, America has been at the forefront both of the profession of industrial, or product, design, and of design’s ascendency as an art form. The collecting of vintage items, and their showing in exhibitions, has become a valued part of our culture. Such items have much to say about the visual culture and engineering advancements of their time, in addition to their appeal to the nostalgic viewer.”

In addition to Lawson, who will exhibit the evolution of washing machines as seen through MIAD’s collection, the curators and their collections are:

Chris Borchert and the staff developing the planned West Bend Co./Regal Ware Historic Museum: Objects from West Bend/Regal Ware’s collection show the transition from aluminum to plastics.

John Caruso, IDSA, MIAD Associate Professor of Industrial Design: Outboard motors and Russel Wright artifacts, personal collection

Cori Coffman, Executive Director, the Eisner American Museum of Advertising, and MIAD alum: Objects from MIAD’s collection shown with their original advertising

Ralph Larsen, Collector and restorer of exotic television: Historic televisions from his and MIAD’s collections

(MORE)
Pascal Malassigné, FIDSA, MIAD Industrial Design Professor named in 2006 as one of America’s most admired design educators by DesignIntelligence magazine:
   The evolution of phones and typewriters as seen through MIAD’s collection

Peter Novak, Proprietor of Modern-aire, dealer of decorative arts and vintage artifacts:
   The Moderne influences on design, 1930 – 1950, personal collection

Geoffrey Reddington, Avid collector of design artifacts from the Chicago area:
   Unknown and under-appreciated designer items, personal collection

Jeremy Shamrowicz, President of Flux Design, MIAD Trustee and alum:
   Futuristic influences on the evolution of drills and clothes irons as seen through MIAD’s collection

Kipp Stevens, IDSA, Brooks Stevens Design:
   Artifacts designed by his father, Industrial Design pioneer Brooks Stevens

John Vetter, Milwaukee-based “modernist” architect:
   Selections from MIAD’s collection reflecting design’s added value and attractiveness

MIAD’s Brooks Stevens Gallery of Industrial Design is named after the Industrial Design pioneer who served as a MIAD trustee, helped to found its Industrial Design program, and was a faculty member until his death in 1995. The gallery is among those in the United States that have pioneered the exhibition of design products.

The college’s renowned Industrial Design program is its largest of 11 B.F.A. majors, whose graduates continue to break new ground in the profession in Wisconsin and beyond. According to BusinessWeek magazine’s annual “Best Product Design” section, design is a “must-have competency for corporations” as consumers look to design as the “new differentiator” in a sea of new products (2005, 2006).

Note: Images are available by contacting MIAD’s communications office at vrothsch@miad.edu or 414.847.3239.

MIAD is Wisconsin’s only college devoted exclusively to the education of artists and designers. Founded in 1974, it enrolls 640 talented students from across the country who are taught by artists and designers recognized regionally and nationally for their professional and educational accomplishments. Its unique academic approach blends curricular and extracurricular experiences, a community service course requirement, and liberal studies in 11 majors toward the bachelor of fine arts degree. With 80% of its 2,300 graduates living and working in Wisconsin, the college contributes a vital “brain gain” to the state that shapes its creative and economic future.